Saab 93 radio not working

I have a car radio recorder that turns off and works and radio does not work just cd works what
is the problem. Chema answered 2 years ago. I have a 04 saab linear 93 the radio doesnt work
and no sounds from blinkers I found the amp 1 under seat was toast I removed it and the lpug I
poked out both orange fiberoptic cables and connecte CarGurus has 12 nationwide listings and
the tools to find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saab
question. Search Saab Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Saab 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale. Free Wiring Diagram.
Assortment of saab 9 3 wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional pictorial
representation of an electric circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as streamlined forms,
and also the power and signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram typically
offers information regarding the loved one setting and also arrangement of gadgets and
terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A photographic
representation would reveal more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of a more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical look. A wiring
diagram is often used to repair issues and to earn certain that the links have been made which
whatever exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a straightforward aesthetic representation of the
physical connections and also physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates
how the electric wires are interconnected and can additionally show where fixtures as well as
components may be connected to the system. Use circuitry layouts to aid in structure or
manufacturing the circuit or digital gadget. They are likewise helpful for making fixings. DIY
fanatics use circuitry layouts however they are likewise usual in home structure and also car
repair service. For instance, a home building contractor will wish to verify the physical place of
electrical outlets and light components making use of a wiring diagram to avoid expensive
errors and also constructing code violations. A schematic shows the strategy and also function
for an electrical circuit, however is not worried about the physical layout of the cords. Circuitry
layouts reveal just how the cords are attached and also where they need to located in the actual
device, along with the physical connections between all the components. Unlike a photographic
representation, a wiring diagram uses abstract or streamlined forms and also lines to show
parts. Photographic layouts are typically images with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of
the physical components. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it means the lines
are linked. A lot of icons utilized on a wiring diagram resemble abstract variations of the actual
objects they stand for. A button will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot
like a light switch you could turn on and also off. A resistor will certainly be stood for with a
collection of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of existing circulation. An antenna is a
straight line with 3 tiny lines branching off at its end, just like an actual antenna. My rear
speakers work and so do the ones in my dashboard, however neither of my two front door
speakers work. Where would I start to fault find? Is it likely that both speakers have blown, or is
there maybe a problem with the amp under the seat or maybe there a fuse that controls these
speakers. I have not had these speakers work since I bought the car because I have been
working through other faults, it would be nice to finally enjoy music in the car, please help. Not
all the speaker mounts have speakers fitted. There are 3 levels of Saab ICE so make sure what
you have installed before looking for a wiring fault. Just unplug the wires from the rear speakers
and then check your front speakers there might be some problem with your controller. I have a
saab My rear speakers work and so do the ones in my dashboard, however neither of my two
front door speakers work. Answer Save. Bad amplifier or missing door speakers.. Austin
Bouchard. Gavin R Lv 4. What do you think of the answers? You can sign in to give your
opinion on the answer. Still have questions? Get answers by asking now. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
SAAB based on all problems reported for the See all problems of the SAAB My is old SAAB
body style with defective di cassette. Part number on cassete is from the and earlier model
years. At 50, miles the radio doesn't work properly. Volume increases out of contro,l and radio
works normally for a few minutes to 1 hour. The consumer was driving slowly suddenly the
vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to an auto repair facility. They replaced the ignition
module. The vehicle stalled suddenly and without warning. The radio and cd player stopped
working. The consumer heard tire noise. The vehicle was taken tot he dealer who determined
that the tires were cupped and causing the vehicle to pull to the right. The alignment was ok on

the front but the rear could not be adjusted, the pirelli tires were changed to yokohama but the
vehicle continued to pull to the right. The onboard computer could not be fixed after 3 service
visits, until finally the vehicle was recalled and exchanged for another. The gas cap would not
close properly, the alarm system went off inadvertently, the side view mirrors would adjust
themselves after the consumer turned the vehicle off. The cd player malfunctioned. The seat
belt light came on even when there were no passengers. The front spoiler is falling apart. The
consumer was able to remove the key from the ignition switch while the vehicle was still
running. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The dealer replaced the ignition module. The
repairs worked fine for two weeks, then the problem recurred. The fuel pump was replaced, the
fog and head lights would go out once a month, the traction control was not working properly,
the seat belts did not recoil to provide security for the passengers, the clutch pedal did not have
the proper pressure when applied, the engine would not "spin over," there was a blown fuel
pump fuse, the driver window was inoperative, the sunroof deflector did not collapse when
closing the glass causing the glass to re-open on it's own, the driver door panel did not fit the
flush to the door panel, the radio and the onstar feature did not work. Car Problems. Problem
Category Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Air Conditioner
problems. Electrical Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Switch Model: x x 95
Aero. Repair manuals and support for 4-wheeled passenger and cargo vehicles. Does it turn off
when you open the door? If so that's considered a feature so you can listen to the end of a song
when you shut off the engine--my pickup does that. Jens Tinfors. I suppose the radios power
lead is directly wired to the battery current. Find a cable that is triggered by the ignition e. A
piece of metal covering over the key hole has maybe been pushed inside the ignition. It causes
the car to act as if something has been left on. It does not run the battery down but have to
manually lock the doors. Over time, this gets dust into the mechanism and when the key is
removed the ignition no longer pops up. This is a very common problem with Saabs, especially
the 93 and You can try jiggling the key to pop it back out. If this does not work, you could also
try blasting it with some compressed air and then applying some WD Usually that will fix the
problem. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Car and Truck Repair manuals and support for
4-wheeled passenger and cargo vehicles. Liz Rep: 37 1. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 3. So does my
Caddy. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Jens Tinfors
Rep: 55 2. Yup, it's by design. It's so that you can keep listening even when the engine is turned
off. Was this answer helpful? Score 2. My truck does the same thing--its a feature. Score 1.
Score 0. Jim Rep: 1. Add your answer Liz will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. I have a 04
saab linear 93 the radio doesnt work and no sounds from blinkers I found the amp 1 under seat
was toast I removed it and the lpug I poked out both orange fiberoptic cables and connected
them with vacuum hose still no radio iv checked all fuses in the dash under the hood and in tue
trunk. This has come up before. I have a 04 saab linear 93 the radio doesnt work and no sounds
from blinkers I found the amp 1 under seat was toast I removed it and the lpug I poked out both
orange fiberoptic cables and connecte My car is losing charge in battery so I tested the voltage
output of the alternator batterys new from store and found out that the alternator is not good
however i just realized the battery light MY ac does not work and radater fan is not going on all
3 ac fuses are good and fan relay is working I would like to know want to check. Everything is
ok, but hazard lights not working. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Radio is
not working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Saab question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Saab Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Saab problems
occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Saab repairs by problem area. See TSBs and
recalls for the Saab Saab electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance.
Purchased two bulbs only no ballast and found video on youtube for removing bulbs from both
headlights, put in new bulbs, worked beautifully. Low on coolant medium, refilled g. Was finally
reading rpm with the engine stopped. Direct connection made by the mechanic. Mechanic
unable to fix it. Diagnosed as faulty body module which was reset. Worked for a while but
messages returned since. Dealer reset pinch protection software with scan tool. Entire rear

window required replacement under warranty. Replaced circuit board inside back right taillight
assembly, which corrected issue. I didn't get it fixed. They thought it was the motor, but after
replacing the motor the problem remained. They finally replaced the module, problem solved.
Replaced with a new one. Driver side. Mechanic broke the fuel pump while replacing the unit, so
he changed the fuel pump too. Poorly designed fuel level unit seems problematic-i already
replaced the unit less than two years ago. A new one is ordered, and it should take less than a
day to fix. Dealer said he ran my car next to another car and they both said same speed. I think
the gps is accurate. Part is on order for past three weeks. When partially full in reads correctly.
Called dealer. Waiting for GM to decide on warranty. My experience is that it took more than
10m due to the assembly being a bit difficult to take apart etc. Re-calibration in less than one
hour fixed problem. Took up to 10 minutes before the air would get cold. Dealer recharged
under warranty. Door speakers were blown, dealer replaced them under warranty. Appears to be
a common problem with these cars. I bought a dura last platinum battery with AGM absorbed
glass mat technology hoping it would last longer that 2 years. Replaced free under 3 year free
replacement warranty. This is a known common failure in this model. Inspected the battery,
which turned out to be the factory original. I purchased and installed a new 5 Year Warranty
battery. Replaced with a used Bose amp. Less than a 1 hour repair. No parts replaced.
Reprogrammed master module. It took three trips but it is finally working without a fault. This
resulted in Random faults in the security system when unlocking or starting the car. Random
faults such as steering wheel lock, or the doors would not unlock would occur. My mechanic
instructed me to change the FOB batteries, then start the car at least 5 times with each fob to
re-initialize the FOB with the security computer. After that I was to reset the computer by pulling
the NEG battery cable for several minutes. The fix worked, all faults cleared and both FOBs
function normally without fault. Walmart battery replaced under warranty. Self installed. Broke
fuel pump outlet pipe during repair so ended up replacing entire in-tank fuel pump assembly,
which was recommended anyway due to mileage of car and difficulty of access. East of Sweden
did the replacement of entire airbag unit in like 15 minutes! Problem solved. Sending unit was
replaced. Replaced one sensor. Bulb was good. Wiring to the bulb had cracked. Glove box light
switch was sticking and caused the light to remain on even with the glovebox door shut.
Glovebox light removed in lieu of replacing switch. Both front headlamps checked and replaced
based on visual inspection showing low lamp brightness. This is a fail-safe feature by Saab
whereby the tail lights act as standby stop lights. In fact the bulbs WERE blown. Not fixed yet.
Part was ordered June 15 or so. As of August 16, we are still waiting for it. Odometer did not
cross 1, mile mark til July. Dealer installed it, and problem is fixed. They replaced both. Wonder
if I was driving around with no tail lights Wasn't actually friend or family who noticed the
problem but rather a UPS driver who came up beside me and told me about the short in the
light. There was no checkbox for that. Replaced window regulator. Turns out mechanic failed to
reconnect it after March clutch repair. Mechanics did not see that but replaced bulbs with lower
wattage ones as they knew original bulbs to be an issue. Message has not come back. Side
marker bulb replaced. Had to replace entire tail light assembly. Battery replaced as well.
Repaired by dealer at no charge. Covered by warranty. The problem was the fuel level sending
unit attached to the pump in the tank. Due to the age of the vehicle the fuel pump assembly was
changed. Previous repairer ignored service bulletin stating replace and not repair. Electric
solenoids in alternator began to fail leading to dash light. Was still drivable. Replaced alternator
with upgraded unit. Dealer ended up taking it as a trade in. Replaced bulb and igniter. Fix
required replacing the regulator. R side had burnt out. Tried Sylvania H7 Silverstar bulbs this
time, hoping for longer service interval. These Saabs seem to go through head lamps at a high
rate. A new regulator was needed to fix the problem. Needed new Electronic key. The heated
Seat on the Drivers Side did not work. The bulbs were replaced and the problem is fixed.
Evaporator replaced. Use W5W bulbs to replace all two city lights and side markers. Locks and
alarm were also affected. Replaced the CIM and keys. Dealer programming was required. No
leaks found under the hood. Detected refrigerant in the area of the evaporator. Recharged the
AC again and system is working again. Only fix is to re-flash the computer. The repair works for
a couple of weeks then fails again. I never found a bulb that was out, but they fixed something
at the dealer. No charge. In the shop for 3 hours, as I also had an oil change service, also no
charge. Still working, but not bright. Needed new fuel sender. Total time 10 hours, could do it
now it less than 5 hours with this flexible drive extension purchased in big box store.
Evaporator inlet became loose. Not welded or soldered, held to the body by chemical bonding.
Replaced expansion valve, gaskets, etc.. Door lock was replaced. Battery drained over and over
until it no longer held a charge. Radio and system sounds later started working. Battery
replaced after less than 2 yrs. After multiple attempts including software updates, SID was
replaced and finally fixed. Unfortunately troubleshooting took a long time hence the expensive

repair. Troubleshooting-- first assumed it was the bulb but using other's side bulb it still didn't
work, then assumed it was the ignitor but used the one from the driver's side and confirmed
that even with good ignitor it still didn't work, next step was to replace the ballast control unit
again, using the working one from the driver's side and it DID work. Solution was to replace the
bad ballast control unit. I ordered a USED unit as it was significantly cheaper and came with a
warranty. The biggest issue was having to remove the front bumper to get to the ballast control
unit. After watching a short youtube video, it was nowhere as difficult as it initially appeared.
Bad sensor. They replaced something and fixed it. The door's electronics need to be rebooted.
Replaced windshield motor due to faulty position sensor with a used motor and replaced driver
nozzle due to crack in existing nozzle. Dealer checked electrical system, found no problems,
replaced both headlight bulbs. Time will tell whether or not After miles of driving, gauge would
come on scale and work normally until next fillup. Happened consistently. Mechanic replaced
fuel pump assembly which resolved problem. Headlights replaced. Nursed it for a month before
getting it fixed. Replaced tilt motor. Fiber optic cable assembly was replaced. Replaced
corroded right front marker socket and bulb. Sounded like motor was seizing, also triggered a
code in tech2 diagnostics. Replaced headights. Had to remove parts of front bumper shroud to
access bulbs. The problem was diagnosed as an issue with the regulator. Part had to be
ordered. Ordered regulator again. New window regulator installed. Problem was found that after
window regulator had been replaced door had not been properly sealed. Water intrusion
damaged stereo amplifier under driver seat wet. Window regulator found faulty and replaced.
Fuel sender was replace fuel pump was not replaced. Reset, but dealer ordered a replacement
part. Easy to reset if one knew that such a part existed. There is a question about warranty
liability. Had to be reprogrammed for anti-pinch setting. This happened to the left front 2 years
ago. Tank sensor bad. Fixed in 1. Just age of car and use. Greased it to put off replacement for a
few months. It returned in October, so had the motor replaced before it failed and left me
without heat or ac. One headlight, right front turn signal left brake light, one of two license plate
lights. The actuator had failed. It was an easy job. Tried changing mirror switch, no result. Had
to change the drivers door window control module. Published service bulitien on this issue.
Dealer found a service bulletin requiring re-flash of ECM. Successfully corrected problem.
Worked properly half-tank and below; above a half-tank, it read empty. Preventative replacement
of fuel pump as well. Turned soft and gummy. For what it's worth I've had this same issue with
the rubber eraserhead pointers on laptops. Took about 5 minutes to change. They replaced both
headlight bulbs per standard proc. Waiting for a future software update to resolve issue.
Electronic steering wheel lock sometimes does not release steering wheel when key is inserted
in ignition; dealer could not duplicate problem. Audio system "froze" - no response to any
controls for volume, tuning, etc. Dealer installed replacement amplifier. A loaner car was
provided for this trip as well as the earlier trip for diagnosis. Dealer said it is a software problem
with the "pinch protection" that is common with this model. No permanent fix is available. The
dealer has not been able to solve the problem. On a hunch, I removed and re-installed the fuse problem solved! I solved the problem by re-booting the system I pulled the fuse and re-installed
it a few seconds later. Works for many simple problems on cars. Radio and other controls
wouldn't turn off. Second key fob not recognized by computer. Anti-pinch on passenger window
malfunctioning. Replaced passenger window module. Would not return to correct zero point
when vehicle turned off. Reset gauge cluster by removing fuse F4. Problem resolved. Heat not
working. They replaced the thermostat. Turns out after they replaced insulation was blocking
floor vent. Fully paid by manufacturer. I had to replace the entire Rear electrical center and have
it reprogrammed to match the car's options. Mostly bulbs. But we manage with it. Not sure at
this pont but believe it may be more than a simple gas refill. Battery is almost brand new 4
months old. Seems to be a parasitic drain on the battery when shut off, but couldn't find any
source - no lights left on, etc. Removed motor, oiled bearing to free it, then caked on heavy duty
grease on outside of bearing surfaces to keep moisture from forming again. Replaced both
headlights under warranty. Low Beam headlight failure. Motor replaced. The windshield washer
fluid wasn't functioning at all. The wiper motor was replaced, by me, correcting all problems
existing. This is common prob. Bitch if a job. Replacement of cooling fan module, compressor,
drier, orings, orifice tube, lines, condensor flush with freon refill. Needed new amp. Cleaned and
lubed motor and replaced resistor. Runs great. Window module was reprogrammed. Dealer
replaced the bulb connectors on both sides. This is a known problem. The answer is to remove
the fourth fuse down red 10A in the fuse box, wait for about 20 seconds, and then replace it.
This solves the problem for between 1 week and 3 months. Result - no cooling. Compressor
replaced along with some pipes in the cooling system. The door lock actuator needed to be
replaced. They replaced the switch during my June visit, but the problem persisted. The second
time in, they also replaced the sunroof wind deflector as they think that was messing up the

pinch protection. Dealer made tension adjustment, reset anti-pinch feature. The window
intermmittently works while holding down the button to open window fully. Key fob would not
lock or unlock car, had to manually use key which most of the time would then trigger the car
alarm. Blown passenger dash speaker and broken CD player when sold. Non-functioning driver
heated seat and malfunctioning door locks when sold. Latter problem, "system lock failure,"
repaired once before. Required relearning of monitor system. The dealer replaced my key after I
was told my warranty just had expired, they replaced it for free. Spyker's parts held up in
customs. Discovered it was another fried wire. This also caused the right front headlight to burn
out. Cleaned wire, soldered back together and all works. Parts are on back order. Replaced the
regulator motor. Key required replacement - had problems with remote entry. They burn out
about every 6 months. Headlight assembly replaced. Replaced with H7 bulb. No problems.
Replaced H7 bulb. Local shop could not replicate problem. Dealer replaced column integration
module. I had to take it to two different shops to get it fixed. The first one wasn't "authorized" by
GM so they sent me to the second. They said it was just fluky, lucky me The fuel gauge is not
working. The entire fuel pump fuel level sensor has to be replaced to fix that. Not worth cost to
fix it. Replaced Column Interation Module that controls alarm and steering. I paid 90 dollars for
the window switch and installed the part myself. Roof needed lube. Bought connectors myself
and repaired myself. I don't know do I pay for it again or not. I will pick up my car tomorrow.
Dealer told me that if those problem relate with previous, they will not charge it to me. But, if it
is not related with same problem, they will. Replaced cabin fan motor, control unit, and air filter.
Turned out it needed a refrigerant dye and a recharge system. Right side front side marker out.
Socket rotted. Replaced socket and bulb. Took it in quick fix was a re-charge. Had Dye stick and
Freon done to get a base line. New Expansion valve, AC evaporator, and seal ring. Also Dye
Stick and Freon. Note there was a metal OEM piece part of the fire wall that rusted. Others will
have the same issue. We still have water leaking in the car during a rain. Replace antenna
amplifier with a used unit purchased on eBay. Repair not successful. One of the light bulbs was
incorrectly installed and the wiring was discolored. The dealer replaced the wiring and bulbs.
The lights are much better; although, I still wish that they were brighter. Headlamp module and
socket repair may be needed. Problem seems to have been fixed at this point. Known issue with
Clarion cd changer, dealer refuses to fix because could not replicate in warm shop. Also, only
occurs during driving, and dealer did not test drive. Battery was disconnected for a time No leak
found? Replaced alternator and still good serpentine belt. Covered by owner. Vacuum Pump
faulty, replaced. My wife was borrowing the car that day and had the worst drive of her life in an
unbearably cold car. Dealer installed new blower. Electronic fault. Motors ok, regulator lifts only
replaced. Because of frost it freezed and broked the plastic "piece" which is holding the rope
Air bag warning lights come on, off. The repair shop took the ignition control module apart and
cleaned all contacts on the circuitry. Mechanic replaced blower fan and resitor. Tail lights break
light and turn signals would work intermintly. Replaced tail light circut board,wiring harness
and conector. Short to ground SLM. Readd SLM under warranty. P fault code. Readjust SLM.
Replacement part was ordered, but not yet installed. I had every light up front out when i took it
to the shop. Every drive light the only thing that worked was on fog light i had replace one
month ago. Left headlight went out. I think they called it a Zion light Xenon which is more
expensive. This car is costing me an arm and leg to repair. Great car BUT will cost you to fix!! I
think they called it a Zion light which is more expensive. Took an hour to get the bulb from a
parts store and replace it myself. Car suddenly refused to start. Towed to mechanic who after
MUCH frustration found numerous intermittent electrical connections under the fuse box. Also
found loose starter motor and fixed but that was not the cause of the problem. Unable to
remove any disks; needed a new disk changer. Are you sure this car has never been recalled for
AC Compressor issues? AC just went out again - it is July of , less than one year since work
was done. Alternator replaced, serpentine replaced. Compressor clutch pulley bearing noisy.
Update March: Still underway. The replacement compressor wasn't quite correct one, so old
one went back on and a short-belt bypass is currently in place. Replaced unit. Stays in down
position. Other rear window stayed in down position. Issue with alarm. Cleaned and lubricated
noisy HVAC fan motor. Alternator was found to have failed, and was replaced. De-crudded the
electrical contacts for the fan motor, put on some electrical anti-corrosion compound. I replaced
the starter myself. This was not the problem. Still not working, will check coil next. Replaced fan
switch due to worn contacts and blown resistor pack. Replaced blender "plunger" to regain
control over air flow in cabin. Did not change battery used obd2 tool to change from a beep to
the horn. Replaced both sides. It took about 20 minutes. Need to purchase some weather
stripping for around the headlight so that water does not go in. Believe garage did not put it
back in when last replaced. Ordered a new compressor from Buyautoparts. First they sent
wrong compressor then took them 8 days to get me the correct one. The computer screen thru

the years died little by little. Sold with this problem. A sort of relay. See TrueDelta's information
for all Saab models. Saab Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Any disconnection in power to
instrument cluster caused tachometer needle to reset to readings other than zero. Burned out
harness connecting the passenger side headlight. Airbag sensor and seat belt sensor stopped
working. Error message regarding ignition on information center. Drivers front window rolling
up then back down; would not go all the way up unless X button was held down. Alarm system
malfunction. Back right LED circuit board went bad. Found the sunroof not working when test
drove it in a used car dealer. Fuel level sending unit failed. Alternator replaced with a new one.
The ambient light sensor that automatically controls the headlights went out. Battery kept on
dying and after diagnosis of entire electrical no leach was found and alternator was not
charging the battery. Speedometer is off by 3 or 4 mph over at highway speeds compared to my
gps. Rain sensing wiper module needs replacement. When filling the tank with gas the gas
gauge reads empty when it is full. Gas gage intermittently goes to empty even when there is fuel
in the car. Two brake light bulbs had to be replaced because they stopped working. Pinch
mechanism for power window out of alignment prevented driver window from closing
completely. The battery failed after 2 years. The fuel gauge sender failed, indicating an empty
tank when over half full. No crank. Bose amplifier partially failed. Tire Pressure Monitor System master system fault. Remote FOB battery was low. Left side headlight went out. Intermittent
hard starting. Fuel tank level sensor in tank is failing. Fuel level sensor in tank failed. Airbag
warranty repair Takata. Drivers window switch failed, other windows okay. Fuel tank sending
unit was failing intermittently. Trunk light was inoperative. Car was periodically draining battery
when not being driven. Right front low beam failure message on Driver info system. Driver's
side window would auto reverse down half way when using door switch for auto express up.
The vsecurity alarm has started going off again Central locking has stopped working. Radio
replaced for buzzing noise - was diagnosed on prior service visit. Fault in Wiper controls
required replacement of CIM which also control alarm. Radio control button on steering wheel
malfunctioned. Radio part ordered mid-June finally arrived mid-September. When the car was in
the shop for the recall repair, the mechanics noticed that both tail light relays were bad.
Replaced passenger side tail light assembly. Rear window driver's side fell down into door.
Error message about right marker failure. Windshield Wipers stopped working. Fuel gauge not
working. Left rear window would not close unless helped by pulling up on the window. Rear
passenger window regulator broke during normal operation of the window. Could not unlock
the ignition key to start the car. Needed recharge. The multi-unit Climate Control did not work
on the passenger side. Both the front low beam and the rear high mounted brake light
malfunctioned. City light bulbs were out. Back left brake light wires was causing an electronical
short and had to be fixed. Car would not start due to CIM failure. AC was low on refrigerant
following recharge 6 months prior. Pinch sensor on the drivers side of the car fails. Headlights
seemed dim, replaced with new brighter 90w bulbs. Fuel sender stopped working, resulting in
unreliable gas gauge. AC Evaporator leaked. Routine maintenance, oil change, wiper blades, left
front fog light. Faulty door lock was causing security system to fail. Radio and turn signals no
sound - amp1 failure suspected. AC stopped working no parts replaced, just computer reset.
Ballast control unit for right low beam headlight was bad from water damage. When I tried to put
the passenger window up, it would sometimes automatically go back down. The front
passenger window does not always return to its upright position when I try to close it -- it goes
up, then down again. The driver window wouldn't go all the way up. Wipers stopped halfway up
the windshield and fluid would not squirt. Vehicle has required low beam headlight replacement
three times in 30, miles of ownership - twice on left side, once on right. Fuel gauge would go to
zero when tank filled. Blower motor for circulating air inside the vehicle developed chirping
noise, needed to be replaced due to incipient failure. Both headlights failed approximately 2
weeks apart. Driver's power window pinch protection was causing the window to go back down
at the top when the express-up feature was used. Front tilt on drivers power seat stopped
working. Rear taillight bulb assembly came loose. Key fob damaged by dealer, unable to lock or
unlock the car, only to start the car. Installed new cabin fan motor, cabin filter seal and cabin
filter. ACC cabin blower motor was noisy and sometimes did not work unless set to full blast.
Rear-Driver's side window made clunking noise when moving. Noticed electrical smoke smell
and speakers popping after heavy rain and car wash. Passenger window clicking while going
up. Fuel gauge was "jumping" and would read empty after fill-up. Replaced with pulled part. Car
would not start; positive switch replaced. Battery also replaced cost pro-rated. Battery's
positive circuit breaker is failing. Positive cable shut off switch. Driver's window had to be
reprogrammed to stop returning to half way after being given a rollup command. Front right
window erratic roll-up. Fuel level system errors diagnosed. Driver's side headlight bulb burned

out. One of the two horns failed in the car, so when hitting the car horn sounded like a clown
car. Blower motor needed replacement. Multiple light bulbs burnt out, replaced them all. I had to
replace the passenger door lock. Power mirrors performing erractically. SID showing braked
system failure and speedometer stopped functioning. One headlamp bulb replaced but it's still
under warranty, took about 15 min. Fuel level sensor replacement. Remote keyfob transmitter
replaced due to deterioration of rubber around the buttons. The headlight bulb I replaced myself
in November blew again so I took it to the dealer. Dealer replaced worn-out keyfob and also
replaced battery under factory warranty. Auto door lock feature malfunction, they go up and
down several times before finally locking. One touch close on drivers window malfunctioned.
For several months, there has been a problem with the auto up windows not closing properly.
Electrical system problem. Anti pinch feature not working properly on Pass. AC compressor
making unusual noise. Alarm trunk goes off when doors r locked. Finally managed to replace
in-dash CD-changer which was ordered earlier. Car wouldn't start. HVAC blower motor bearing
started to sieze due to rust which developes from moisture in the air. Replacement Window
Regulator broke. Wipers wouldn't operate on intermittent, wouldn't go to home when off.
Replace condenser and recharge system. Diagnosed by shop, I replaced the part myself. Blower
motor resistor failed due to corrosion on blower fan. Routine Intermediate service carried out in
accordance with Maintenance Schedule set out in Owners Handbook. Dash display occasionally
showed "Steering lock malfunction - see dealer. Anti-pinch window feature kept driver-side
window from rolling up completely without driver intervention. Any or all of the Turbo boost
gauge, Fuel Gauge, Temperature Gauge show that the engine has self destructed with the
temperature off the top of the scale, the turbo boost showing that the turbo has just blown itself
up, and that there is very nearly a full tank of petrol, when the tank is almost empty. Aircon
compressor screamed and then stopped compressing. Initially the system leaked, and so the
car had to be returned to the repair shop for a gland to be replaced prior to a second regassing
of the system. Sunroof was acting erratically. Driver's side and passenger side windows would
automatically roll down 2 inches after rolling up. Driver's side window would not roll down.
Driver window control only partially worked when sold. False tire pressure sensor failure
message with winter wheels installed. My electronic key broke and would not open my car.
Replaced winshield wiper motor as the wipers stopped 4 inches up on the windshield after a
complete cycle. Electric modulator burned out and one could not be found. Left rear brake light
went out. The light inside the glove box would only come on if i tapped on it so i took it in
because I wanted to make sure it wasn't indicative of a larger problem. The sensor apparently
just needed to be re-seated on the glovebox door and it is now perfectly fine. Alternator made
strange sound - replaced. Computer shows service needed, fluid out etc but it doesn't need it.
Replaced headlight bulb for the 7th or 8th time. Left front turn signal inop, bulb anf fuse ok. Off
side dipped headlight burned out. Right turn signal working intermittently. The SID or Saab
information display went blank. AC compressor is not working. Seat Heater drivers side failed,
coil burnt. Couldn't start. Power windows stopped working and door locks! Told I needed to
replace the Head light connectors. Check engine light comes up again. Cabin fan did not work
Control unit was also burnt out. Check operation everything was ok when done. Radio signal
very weak, no stations being received clearly, FM or AM. The headlights were unusually dim.
Xenon light flickering. CD changer skips in cold weather. Saab Gremlins. Alternator went bad.
The blower on the heater stopped working so no air was coming out of the vents. Replaced free
under Saab "program". Drivers side front and rear window regulators malfunctioned same
week. Replaced the AC fan and amplifier a few weeks before I sold it, it had moisture build-up
and had stopped working. Side and brake light; now, two months later, same problem. AC motor
replaced, because it was locking up and the belt was slipping as it is connected to the AC
motor. The electronic steering look system was malfunctioning. Left rear tail light circut board
was shorting. Gearbox malfunction light. Steering lock solenoid seized causing the car
immobilizer to not allow startup. Steering wheel mounted switch for audio volume control failed.
I did hire a
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lawyer and he got me three thosand dollars from saab because this. Alternator died; Having
mechanic put in but one isn't available from distributor for two weeks! Left low beam headlight
burned out. CD Changer jammed while attempting to change from one disk to another.
Alternator needed to be replaced; also battery as alternator had damaged it. Pulley and bearing
on alternator failed, serpentine belt destroyed. Another rear window stayed in down position.
Replaced front windshield wiper motor. HVAC fan not working, or intermittently. Passenger side

headlight wiper inoperative. HVAC blower fan was not working, found to be wiring fault, and
wiring connector was replaced. Theft alarm system battery died. The convertible top started
locking up until it finally blew the motor. Air conditioning fan did not stop even after engine was
turned off. It was necessary to disconect battery to stop it. An electric element which controls
road front lights broke down and had to be changed by a new one.

